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Poster Board Dimensions and Poster Presentation:

**Poster Boards are divided so that two posters will fit on each side of the board.**

To ensure that your poster will not interfere with your neighbors’ posters, do not exceed the prescribed horizontal length of 4 feet (121.92 cm/48 in).

**Poster Board Dimensions:**

Please be advised that your poster dimensions should be formatted to fit within the poster board space of 4 feet (121.92 cm/48 in) in width and 4 feet (121.92 cm/48 in) in height. Formatting your poster to fit within these dimensions will ensure that adequate space will be provided for your poster and those of other attendees. A diagram of these dimensions appears above for your reference. The posters may be secured to the boards by push-pins. **Please bring push-pins to fasten your poster to the board as a limited supply will be available at the meeting.**

**Poster Text and Layout:**

1. Posters must fit within the dimensions of the board. ISSX recommends creating a poster which is a maximum of 46 inches wide x 46 inches in length to maximize the amount of space available for your poster.
2. All material should be large enough to be read from a distance of six feet (two meters).
3. The poster should be self-explanatory.
4. The poster should contain the title, authors’ names and affiliations, the abstract, objectives, results, and conclusions.
5. Use clear tables and figures. Structural information MUST be included in the poster.
6. Judicious use of color can often add emphasis.

**Poster Materials and Tubes:**

ISSX is not responsible for damage to or removal of posters if they are left in the exhibit hall after the allotted poster removal time. ISSX is not responsible for loss or damage to poster tubes or personal items. Do not leave poster tubes and personal items unattended beneath your poster.